
WARRANTY FORM 

Note: Contractor/ Applicator to fill/ sign in the relevant information in the space marked ‘X’ and return to TRANS PAINT factory at Lot 1393, 
Jalan Meranti, Bintawa Industrial Estate, 93450 Kuching, Sarawak or fax to 082-339189 before the Product Warranty can be issued. 

 

FIVE-YEAR LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY 

NNUU--CCOOTTEE  WWEEAATTHHEERR  
 

A. PROJECT INFORMATION 

Trans Paint Coatings Sdn Bhd (formerly known as Trans-Ocean Coatings & Chemicals Sdn Bhd and hereinafter called 
‘TRANS PAINT’) warrants the painting of 

Project/ Premise Name 
 

- 

Location 
 

- 

Owner - 

Contractor - 

Applicator/ Painter - 

TRANS PAINT     
Authorized Dealer 

- 

Nature of Painting Job  New Construction           Repainting                                                               (tick) - 

Painting Commenced on - 

Painting Completed on - 

Effective Warranty 
Period 

 

 

B. CONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS 

1. TRANS PAINT shall provide a FIVE (5) Year Limited Warranty to the above-mentioned project owner commencing 
from the actual completion date(s) as specified against the following paint defects caused by weathering in the 
natural elements. 

PEELING  Paint films peel away from building surface other than that caused by the presence of 
moisture or efflorescence from the substrate. 

CRACKING Cracking in the paint film other than that caused by plastering or substrate cracks. 

EXCESSIVE 
FADING 

Paintwork loses its colour or fades excessively in patches and uneven discoloration appears 
other than that caused by the presence of moisture or high alkalinity from the substrate. 
However, gradual fading is a normal condition since all exterior paints exhibit fading when 
exposed to weather. 

EXCESSIVE 
CHALKING 

Paint films chalk more than normal for emulsion paint and has adversely affected the 
appearance on the paintwork. 

FUNGUS & 
ALGAE 
GROWTH 

Growth of microorganisms on the paint surface which results in the marring of the appearance 
of the paintwork. However, fungus and algae may form on surfaces over time because of 
moisture and periodical removal shall be required and considered part of routine Owner 
maintenance and is not covered by the Warranty. 
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2. The warranty does not cover: 

a. Products that have not been paid in full. 
b. Horizontal surfaces and plywood siding. 
c. Minor imperfection in paint that do not affect the product’s integrity or obscure appearance or minor 

variations in colour. 
3. The warranty excludes defects arising from the followings:  

a. Structural faults or movements, Acts of God or job damage or excessive accumulation of atmospheric dirt, 
stains or other factors beyond the control of TRANS PAINT. 

b. Attack from chemical agents, fumes, liquids or solids other than direct rain falling on to the product under 
warranty. 

c. Application subject to severe industrial or unusual environments at any time unless specifically stated 
otherwise. 

d. Damage of the painted surface resulting from vandalism or any intentional and unintentional heavy impact. 
e. Defects following alteration or extension work onto the affected areas of building without the prior consent 

or agreement from TRANS PAINT. 
4. The warranty is subject to the following terms and conditions: 

a. The product is used strictly in accordance with TRANS PAINT application recommendations. The contractor/ 
applicator is responsible for ensuring a sound surface for painting. 

b. The paint being applied must be unadulterated. TRANS PAINT has the right to sample the wet paint and 
remove paint film for testing. 

c. The surface being applied is not affected by water leakage or in contact with soil, ashes, fertilizers, or other 
moisture retaining substances. TRANS PAINT has the right to pre-inspect the project site before painting. 

d. TRANS PAINT extends this warranty solely to the owner and is not applicable to any third party. 
e. The warranty shall be limited to the extent of TRANS PAINT making good the affected areas only. 
f. The warranty is void if any other paint or film is applied on the warranted paint surface. 
g. In the case of extended painting period in a single project, the Warranty shall commence from the earliest 

date of painting job carried out in that project. 
h. Periodical cleaning of the exterior surface is deemed necessary in maintaining the aesthetic and durability 

of the paint system. An interval of twelve (12) months is recommended between each cleaning, depending 
on environmental conditions. The maintenance program is not covered by the Warranty. 

i. TRANS PAINT shall not be liable or responsible for any loss/ consequential loss arising from any paint 
defects if any of the above-mentioned terms and conditions is breeched. 

5. Followings is the procedure for claims: 
a. All claims shall be made in writing to Trans Paint Coatings Sdn Bhd of 1393, Jalan Meranti, Bintawa 

Industrial Estate, 93450 Kuching, Sarawak. 
b. An investigation technical team shall conduct the nature of claim within ONE (1) week from receipt of the 

formal claims. 
c. TRANS PAINT shall bear the cost of paint materials only if the investigation concludes the defects are within 

the scope of warranty. 
d. Where the repairs affect more than 50% of a wall or ceiling product area, TRANS PAINT shall provide the 

paint materials for the entire wall, ceiling or product surface with the original paint. 
e. Due to fading and normal weathering, a perfect match cannot be achieved and a perfect match is not 

covered by the Warranty.  
f. The warranty on any replacement product will extend for the balance of the original warranty period. 
g. TRANS PAINT shall not be liable or responsible for the claim if the investigation concludes that the defects 

to be out of the scope of the warranty as provided in clause 2. 
 
 
 
 
 

Contractor/ Applicator’s acknowledgement  

I/We have understood and hereby accept the 
conditions and limitations stipulated above in 
order for the warranty to be effective. 

Signature and Stamp 

 

 

 

Date                                                                            - 

 


